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Executive summary:
Gender equity in the workplace has slid back to where it was in 2011. Without targeted
intervention from employers we won’t see a return to pre-pandemic levels of 2019
until 2030. And only then, if progress happens at twice its historical rate.
That’s a sobering thought for employers wanting
to reap the benefits of gender-balance for
business growth and innovation.
Whatever metric you choose to measure the
impact of the pandemic on the global workforce,
working mothers with school age children have
been hardest hit through job loss, reduced
working hours, pay and career progression. Many
saw their workload increase at work and home
and exited the workforce to support their child’s
home learning.
This situation won’t right itself when the pandemic
is over. Lockdown magnified the childcare-gap
and the impact this has on women’s careers, but
this problem existed long before the pandemic.
By taking action today to support working
parents, employers will not only be able to hold
onto gender equity gains but gather insight from
the pandemic to create a workplace that better
supports both parents to equally share work and
care responsibilities.
It’s been three years since the inaugural Parental
Fog Index, designed to make employers aware
of the need to openly support working parents,
through culture, practice, policy and actively
market that support as part of their talent
management strategy.

Over time, it’s great to see the progress employers
have made. This year, more employers than ever
have achieved the top Beacon or Highly Visible
ranking. And 40 employers featured in last year’s
report have climbed at least one rank compared
to 21 last year.
While I’m delighted to see the positive impact the
Fog Index has, helping employers understand the
need to publish parental policies and promote
their family-friendly credentials, marketing activity
alone won’t shift the dial on gender equity at work.
The UK government is coming under increasing
pressure to reinstate mandatory Gender Pay Gap
reporting. Employers that do the hard work to
address the systemic and cultural issues currently
holding back the rate of progress will see their
gender pay gap narrow and number of women in
senior positions increase.
We know that many of our clients provide more
support for working parents than appears on their
website. For them this report is a call to action on
the question of transparency.
For employers that have achieved the Beacon
or Fully Visible rank, ECC will award a digital
badge to help further promote their family-friendly
credentials online.

Geraldine Gallacher
CEO, ECC
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Helen Ilsley
Head of Business
Development,
ECC
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1 Employer support for working parents is critical
for business growth and innovation

Employers stand to lose the business benefits of gender diversity unless they
act now to reverse the negative impact of the pandemic on working mums’
careers and accelerate the pace of progress.
1. Employers cannot afford to lose
gender diversity gains critical for
recovery and growth
Even before the pandemic hit, one of the
biggest challenges leaders faced was to
create growth. Researchers are able to
trace a clear line from diversity to growth.
Growth requires a business to differentiate
themselves from peers which requires
innovation. To innovate, an organisation
needs diversity and inclusive leadership to
activate the benefits of diversity.8
Leaders that want to hold on to hard-earned
diversity gains and benefit from the positive
impact it has on the bottom line, will have
to reverse gender diversity losses and
accelerate progress to greater diversity as a
core component of their recovery and growth
plan. This will require them to unpick and
address the reasons why women’s jobs were
significantly impacted more than men.
From a reputational perspective, organisations
are likely to see a widening of their gender
pay gap and regression in pay and promotion
of senior women.

2. Employee expectations have changed
Most employers did a great job of supporting
employee wellbeing during the pandemic.
The vast majority of employees say they felt
well supported by their employer and expect
this support to continue.
For many employees, lockdown provided
space for soul searching and a re-evaluation
of how work fits with life. Working parents
have experienced how much easier it is to
manage work and care responsibilities with
greater flexibility. Few employees want to go
back to pre-pandemic working arrangements
and are prepared to change employer for one
that meets their expectations.1

How has the pandemic impacted
women in work?
Globally
●

Progress towards female economic
empowerment has reversed to 2011
levels across member countries of the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development 1

●

Progress towards gender equality will need
to happen at twice its historical rate for
gender parity to reach pre-pandemic levels
by 2030 1

●

Dubbed the “she-cession”, women are
losing their jobs at a faster rate than men.
2.3 million women left the US workforce
versus 1.8 million men. The full impact of
job losses has yet to be felt in countries
like the UK that furloughed staff 1

●

28% of women with school-age children
exited the workforce on a temporary or
permanent basis to care for their children,
compared to 10% of men.5

UK
●

Mothers were 1.5 times more likely than
fathers to have either lost their job or quit
since March 2020 4

●

35% of mothers have lost work or hours
due to a lack of childcare support during
the pandemic 4

●

Flexible working could be a positive
outcome of the pandemic. Pre-pandemic,
only 40% of workers could choose flex
hours and 30% of requests were turned
down.4

4

3. Talent attraction and retention presents
a challenge to growth
With more vacancies than people to fill
them, it’s currently an employee’s job
market. That means employers that need
to retain and attract staff to realise growth
plans must remain hypervigilant to meet
employee expectations at least as well as
their competitors.2
Coined “The Great Resignation”, employees
are voting with their feet to leave employers
that won’t support a better work/life fit.7

4. Rethinking employee experience in a
hybrid workforce
The pandemic has laid bare what matters
most – our health and wellbeing and that of
our loved ones. Employees want to work for
an employer that values and supports these.
With more employees working from home
some or all of the time, organisations will
rely less on the office as a medium to create
employee experience and focus more on
the support employees receive from their
line manager.

5. Digital first approach to communicate
support for working parents
Similarly, employers can’t rely on employees
being around other working parents in
the office to develop an understanding of
how well the organisation supports them.
Employers will need to take a digital first
approach, actively marketing the support they
offer on the company website and through
social media for prospective and current
employees to access.

The bottom line
Gender diverse and inclusive organisations
outperform competitors

70%

more likely to capture new
markets and enjoy higher growth

75%

faster to market with
new products

36%

outperform on profitability

19%

report higher innovation
revenue

87%

make better decisions

87%

see a positive impact on
business performance

(Korn Ferry, 2021) 8

6. Accelerating the pace of progress
toward gender diversity
It’s clear that for growth, organisations not
only need to reverse any gender diversity
losses but up the pace of progress. The
experiences of working parents during
the pandemic provides organisations with
a rich seam of insight to tap into to better
understand the systemic and cultural barriers
that prevent men from sharing childcare
with their partner more equitably. Take-up of
ShPL hit an all-time low during the pandemic.
Gender equity will remain a pipe dream until
we crack this nut.

7. Employers need better support from
government to support working parents
A lack of gender sensitive policy from many
governments exacerbated the negative
impact of the pandemic for women that
work. Employers must add their voice to call
on governments to ensure the adequate
provision of quality, affordable childcare,
mandate enhanced pay for men taking
Shared Parental Leave and legally require
organisations to report their gender pay
gap. Without these measures, progress to
gender equality at work will continue at a
glacial pace.3
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2 How is the Parental Fog Index created?
We replicated the experience of a prospective
job applicant searching an employer website for
information on the support it offers to working
parents. We used the Times Top 100 Graduate
Employers 2021 list as our research sample.
To ensure consistency, we used a researcher
with no prior knowledge of what specific firms
do to support working parents. We asked them to
search each website using the following terms:
●

Talks about commitment to working parents

●

Awards (best/top employer for parents
or women)

●

Shared Parental Leave policy

●

Maternity Leave policy

●

Paternity Leave policy

●

Flexible working

●

Shared Parental Leave policy (with pay
and duration)

●

Maternity Leave policy (with pay and duration)

●

Paternity Leave policy (with pay and duration)

●

Flexible working (policy)

●

Showcase support (written/video/podcast)

●

Role model testimonies

●

Reference to tracking pay and career progress
of flexible workers.

Scoring
Each found term scored 1 point. We totted up the
scores and allocated a visibility rating as follows:
Score

Visibility Rating

12-13

Beacon

8 -11

Fully Visible

4 -7

Visible

1-3

Foggy

0

Invisible

6

We define each visibility rating as:
Label

Descriptor

Beacon

Support for working parents runs through this firm’s DNA.
Evidence – meets Fully Visible criteria plus:

Fully Visible

●

Website showcases support with case studies that demonstrate policy
in action. This may include written, video or podcast content

●

Role model testimonies

●

Employer tracks pay and career progress of flexible workers

This firm publishes full details of policies that support working parents
on its website including terms of pay and duration of leave.
Evidence – meets Visible criteria plus:
●

Visible

Policies published include details of pay and duration of leave.

This firm publishes policies that support working parents but these
policies do not include terms of pay or duration.
Evidence – meets Foggy criteria plus:
Policies published:

Foggy

●

Shared Parental Leave

●

Maternity

●

Paternity

●

Adoption

●

Flexible working

This firm supports working parents but provides no detail on how it does this.
It references support for working parents e.g. blogs, relevant awards but does
not publish policies.
Evidence:
●

Invisible

< Contents

Refers to commitment to working parents in general terms i.e. “a generous
maternity package”, enters best employer awards but does not publish
policies on website.

No reference to support for working parents
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3 Which employers actively market their
support for working parents?
About this year’s data
In July 2021, we reviewed the websites of
organisations on the latest Times Top 100
Graduate Employers list, as these employers
are known for marketing their employer brand
competitively to prospective employees.

Although the Times list is updated annually,
91 employers in last year’s report, appear in
this year’s, making it possible to identify patterns
and trends.

1. Ratings change: year on year

Rating

2021

2020

YOY change

Beacon

11

9

+2

Fully Visible

26

15

+11

Visible

37

32

+5

Foggy

11

18

-7

Invisible

15

26

-11

Key to YOY change

+ increase on last year

- decrease on last year

2. Actual YOY change 2020-2021
Comparing progress of the same organisations
Climbed

40

Same

48

Slipped

3

New entry

9

8

3. Year on year change by employer
Rating 2021

Employer

2020

YOY change

Beacon

Accenture

Fully Visible

+

British Army

Fully Visible

+

Civil Service

Beacon

=

Deloitte

Beacon

=

EY

Beacon

=

Grant Thornton

Beacon

=

KPMG

Beacon

=

Linklaters

Visible

+

Fully Visible

+

PwC

Beacon

=

Unilever

Beacon

=

Admiral

Fully Visible

=

Visible

+

Bain & Company

Fully Visible

=

Baker McKenzie

Invisible

+

Fully Visible

=

BBC

Foggy

+

BlackRock

Visible

+

BP

Foggy

+

Citi

Visible

+

CMS

Foggy

+

Deutsche Bank

Visible

+

Fully Visible

=

Exxon Mobile

Foggy

+

Facebook

Visible

+

Frontline

Invisible

+

Goldman Sachs

Visible

+

GSK

Foggy

+

Lloyds Banking Group

Fully Visible

Allen & Overy

Barclays

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

NatWest Group
NGDP for Local Government

New
Visible

+

P&G

Fully Visible

=

RAF

Visible

+

Shell

Fully Visible

=

Visible

+

Teach First

Fully Visible

=

UBS

Fully Visible

=

Visible

+

Siemens

Vodafone
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Rating 2021

Employer

2020

YOY change

Visible

Airbus

Invisible

+

Visible

=

Apple

Invisible

+

Arup

Invisible

+

ASOS

Visible

=

Atkins

Foggy

+

BAE Systems

Visible

=

Bloomberg

Foggy

+

Amazon

BMW Group

New

Boston Consulting

Visible

=

BT

Visible

=

Invisible

+

Clifford Chance
Environment Agency

New

GCHQ

Visible

=

Google

Visible

=

Herbert Smith Freehills

Foggy

+

HSBC

Visible

=

Invisible

+

Jaguar Land Rover

Visible

=

JP Morgan

Visible

=

L’Oreal

Invisible

+

Lidl

Invisible

+

M&S

Visible

=

Mars

Visible

=

Invisible

+

MI5

Visible

=

Microsoft

Visible

=

Invisible

+

Foggy

+

Fully Visible

-

Rolls-Royce

Visible

=

Royal Navy

Visible

=

IBM

McKinsey & Company

Morgan Stanley
Network Rail
NHS

Savills

New

Slaughter & May

Visible

=

Tesco

Foggy

+

Wellcome

Visible

=

White & Case

Foggy

+
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Rating 2021

Employer

2020

YOY change

Foggy

Astra Zeneca

Invisible

+

Foggy

=

Dyson

Invisible

+

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

Invisible

+

Hogan Lovells

Foggy

=

McDonald’s

Foggy

=

Mott MacDonald

Foggy

=

Pinsent Masons

Foggy

=

Invisible

+

Bank of England

Police Now
Samsung
Sky
Invisible

New
Visible

-

AECOM

Invisible

=

Aldi

Invisible

=

American Express
Boots

New
Invisible

=

Capital One

New

Channel 4

New

Charityworks

Invisible

=

Visible

-

Huawei

Invisible

=

Newton

Invisible

=

Penguin Random House

Invisible

=

DLA Piper

Tesla

New

Think Ahead

Invisible

=

TPP

Invisible

=

Unlocked

Invisible

=
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4. Climbers to celebrate
An impressive 40 employers featured in last year’s report have moved up at least one ranking.
This is an improvement on the 21 employers that increased their ranking last year.
Notable climbers include, Baker McKenzie and Frontline leaping three rankings from Invisible
to Fully Visible and Linklaters from Visible to Beacon.
BP, CMS, Exxon Mobile and GSK rose from Foggy to Fully Visible.

Climbers in alphabetical order
Accenture
Airbus
Allen & Overy
Apple
Arup
Astra Zeneca
Atkins
Baker McKenzie
BBC
BlackRock
Bloomberg
BP
British Army
Clifford Chance

Citi
CMS
Deutsche Bank
Dyson
Exxon Mobile
Facebook
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
Frontline
Goldman Sachs
GSK
Herbert Smith Freehills
IBM
L’Oreal
Lidl

Linklaters
Lloyds Banking Group
McKinsey & Company
Morgan Stanley
Network Rail
NGDP for Local Government
Police Now
RAF
Siemens
Tesco
Vodafone
White & Case

5. Publish policy details
Includes details e.g. pay and
duration (2020 figs*)

Referenced but no detail

Shared Parental Leave

29 (21)

71

Maternity Leave

34 (21)

66

Paternity Leave

32 (20)

68

Flexible work

43 (20)

57

Policy

6. Active marketing to promote family friendly credentials
Approach

Yes (2021)

Yes (2020)

Talks commitment

83

59

Awards

37

36

Show case

46

25

Role Models

41

24

More employers are talking about their commitment to working parents. Fewer are demonstrating
commitment by show casing support / promoting role models.
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4 Ten top tips to get your firm to Beacon status
1

Review beacon websites
Take a look at Beacon sites from previous
studies. All talk directly to working parents
as a discrete audience, showing they
understand and support their need to
manage work with care responsibilities.9, 10

2

Join up external communications
HR and D&I teams need to have a clear
rationale and narrative for supporting
working parents which is then clearly
communicated via their website. Many
firms’ websites focus on promoting
services and appear not to make the
link between supporting working parents
and diversity.

3

Communicate your support as part
of your employer brand
We would be surprised if many employers
that ranked lower on the Fog Index don’t
have highly competitive propositions for
parents. Identify channels and develop a
communication plan to promote these to
internal and external stakeholders. Above
all, take control of the message. Don’t
leave employees to rely on hearsay.

4

Include details of parental
polices on your website
Generic and unspecific statements
such as ‘generous maternity package’
leave applicants none the wiser as
to what’s on offer. Many ‘visible’
ranking employers would jump to
‘highly visible’ simply by including
specifics such as pay and duration of
ShPL, maternity or paternity leave.

5

Feature employee insight
Your employees are the best advocates of
your policies. All Beacon websites include
vlogs, blogs or podcasts of working
parents sharing how the firm helps them
to manage work and care responsibilities.
Be sure to show how you support each
phase of parenthood, from helping new
parents make the transition to working
parents to supporting teenagers through
exams and every stage in between.

13

6

Demonstrate a
supportive culture
The most generous parental policies
will fall flat if parents fear that career or
pay will be penalised if they take them
up. This is particularly true for men and
ShPL. Trail blaze stories of men that have
taken ShPL, extended paternity leave,
and those in senior positions who work
flexibly. Talk openly about the impact on
career progress and pay. State that you
are happy to discuss flexible working on
all recruitment literature.

7

Collaborate across
the profession
There are several industry-specific as
well as cross-industry campaigns that
provide the opportunity for competitor
organisations to coalesce around
diversity issues, share learning and
strengthen the sector’s reputation for
diversity. Ask customers and clients
what their expectations are in terms of
your approach to gender diversity at
all levels including leadership. Select a
campaign or charter that best aligns with
your organisation’s strategic objectives,
including criteria around support for
working parents.
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Get external validation
Enter awards such as Timewise Power 50
and Times top 100 employers for women.
The entry process is a great learning
exercise to understand how effective your
support is and benchmark against other
employers. If you make the list, be sure to
publicise your success by communicating
which initiative(s) won the award and how
employees have benefited from them.

9

What do the optics say?
Take a look at the images you use on
your website. Are working parents visible?
Are senior women visible?

10

Make sure your data backs
up the optics
We could not find a single example of
an employer that talks explicitly about
tracking the pay and progress of flexible
workers. Talented applicants will use
employers’ published gender pay gap
reports to gauge whether the optics
reflect reality.
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5 What employers can do to strengthen
their support for working families in
a post-pandemic workforce?
How effective is the support you
currently offer?
Use the checklist to understand your
current position:

q Check you have a full understanding of the
needs of working parents at each
stage of parenthood

Talk to your employees with dependents aged
0-18. Identify the challenges and support a
parent might need from early years through
to exams.

q Analyse the support you currently offer: what
works, what doesn’t?

As a starting point, you may find it helpful to ask:
●

What is our take up of ShPL? Do we know why
this is and what do we need to do to increase
take up?

●

Do men feel comfortable asking for flexible/
PT working arrangements to share childcare
more equally with their partner?

●

What percentage of women return to work
after their first/second child?

●

●

Do we conduct exit interviews with those
women who don’t return after maternity leave?
Do we keep track of that data?

Does the support we offer parents mirror their
needs in real life? The flexibility that a parent
with an infant may need is different to that of an
employee with children at secondary school.

●

Do we provide a supportive culture for
working parents from board level to line
managers and among co-workers?

●

Do colleagues consider parents’ childcare
and school schedule arrangements before
organising a meeting or event?

●

What does our website tell an external applicant
about our attitude towards working parents?

●

Do our external communications feature
parents who work flexible hours to convey
a family-friendly culture?

●

●

●

What happens to women’s careers when they
return to work especially after the second
child? Are they returning to the same career
path or stepping off the career track? Are their
careers flat lining? Are they moving out of
“gateway” roles? Is this being tracked?
Do we factor in extended parental leave
to processes such as pay reviews, bonus
calculations and performance reviews so that
returning parents are not penalised by their
absence (either in terms of pay, performance
ratings or career progression)?
Do we track the gender divide of our flexible
workers? Do we track pay and progress of
our flexible workers? What does the data tell
us about pay and progression? How can we
provide flexible working opportunities for
all employees?

Use this data to form a cohesive approach to
attract, retain and develop working parents
Download the ‘Strategy Guide to Supporting
& Retaining Your Working Parents’ here.
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Policy and communication
Check out the websites of Beacon ranking
employers – Most have a section that speaks
directly to working parents.
Review performance related earnings –
To ensure that parents aren’t penalised for taking
an extended period of parental leave.

Explore how the following benefits might
support your employees:
Shared Parental Leave with enhanced pay
for dads – Publicise details of your offer widely
with case studies of dads that take it up.
Parental Transition Coaching to help parents –
Feature this benefit that helps parents navigate
their careers successfully while becoming new
parents. Emphasise that Managers are also
offered coaching when their employees are about
to become parents. This gets across that your
company can see the need for cultural change
towards a more flexible workplace and that it is
not all about ‘fixing the women’.
A career development path that enables
potential senior leaders to step on and off the
career ladder – Not wanting to ‘have it all and at
the same time’ is a valid choice for some parents.
Ensure that your talent management processes
reflect the changing shape of careers today and
are not still representative of a previous paradigm
where men worked, and women stayed at home
to look after the children. Ensure due recognition
is given to the increasing number of dual career
couples and sole and lone parents.
Address structural issues – The result of
benchmarking and reflection will be a realisation
that some issues are about the way your
organisation works while others are about how
people are supported.
Until organisations become more family-friendly,
they will not be able to balance gender balance
sustainably. This level of deep, systemic change
will take time but new and changed working
practices over the pandemic are accelerating
thinking about work design and flexibility.
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6 Hybrid working – an opportunity to
co-create a better workplace

Employers have a once in a generation
opportunity to rethink a workplace
that better aligns corporate and
employee needs.

during the lockdowns. Employers have a golden
opportunity to harvest insight from dads to better
understand how to encourage them to ask for
help and remove the fear that doing so will incur
a motherhood penalty.12

Many say it’s a challenge to find a workable
hybrid solution that enables the business to
function and that employees are happy with.
To complicate matters further, dig beneath the
surface and you’ll find most employees don’t
actually have a clear idea of what they want. Plus,
different demographics in the workforce have
different needs to accommodate.1

Mitigate impact of lockdown on women’s
careers – Parents, mothers in particular, paid a
heavy price for lockdown. Many went to great
lengths to work while supervising home learning
and providing childcare. As a result, some
have incurred performance, pay or progression
penalties. Be hypervigilant to promotion decisions
that overlook talented working mothers due to
any productivity losses during lockdown.

As employers go forward with “the great
hybrid-work experiment” it will be helpful to
think about the next phase as just that – an
experiment. Rather than racing to impose a new
sense of normal that may not fit with employee
expectations, take time to do some “deeplistening” to what support parents need . Pilot
new approaches evaluate their impact and take
forward what works to improve gender balance.
Rethink flexibility for all but don’t lose sight
of parents’ unique needs – Most childcare
providers need parents to commit to specific
days for their financial model to work. On the
other hand, imposing core days when employees
must be in the office might clash with what other
employees want.
It’s going to take some trial and error to strike
a happy medium for all parties and during this
period employers must keep an eye on the critical
link between supporting the needs of working
parents and gender balance. They will not be
able to achieve one without the other.
Learning from dads in lockdown – In theory,
greater flexibility to work when and where they
choose, should help parents share work and
care responsibilities. In practice, women in dualcareer families continue to do more childcare
and domestic chores. Fathers, in particular, said
they found it difficult to ask their boss for support
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Offer women focused initiatives but highlight
it’s the organisation that needs fixing – Women
have done enough. They are not the ones who
need to improve themselves to succeed. Instead,
organisations must change their structure and
culture to improve the working environment in
support of their women employees. Research
shows that women feel empowered to address
systemic and structural barriers rather than
leave an organisation when these are explicitly
highlighted to them.13 Offer initiatives focused
on women but be sure to communicate that the
purpose of singling women out is not to fix them
but enlighten them to the barriers that impact
their progression and consult them in how best
to dissipate them.
Build support for working families into
post-pandemic culture – Promote a shared
understanding across your organisation that
gender balance is a business-critical issue.
For a business to meet client and consumer
expectations for gender balanced teams, retain
talented staff and have a credible reputation for
gender diversity, it must be family friendly.
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About ECC
ECC has over 25 years’ experience helping
employers support working parents as they progress
through the different stages of parenthood.
We also help employers remove the barriers that contribute
to women’s careers flat lining; barriers that are now
understood to contribute to the gender pay gap.
Our ECC coaches are equipped with the gender intelligence
required to help leaders lead more inclusively.
We work nationally, internationally and virtually, tailoring
content through our understanding of local markets.
For additional resources to help support your
working parents visit ‘Work, Family & You’.

Follow us:

Peek House, 20 Eastcheap, London EC3M 1EB
+44(0) 20 7795 6556
www.executive-coaching.co.uk

